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EUCLID: automatic classification of proteins in
functional classes by their database annotations
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Abstract
Summary: A tool is described for the automatic classification of sequences in functional classes using their database
annotations. The Euclid system is based on a simple learning
procedure from examples provided by human experts.
Availability: Euclid is freely available for academics at
http://www.gredos.cnb.uam.es/EUCLID, with the corresponding dictionaries for the generation of three, eight and
14 functional classes.
Contact: E-mail: valencia@cnb.uam.es
Supplementary information: The results of the EUCLID
classification of different genomes are available at
http://www.sander.ebi.ac.uk/genequiz/. A detailed description of
the different applications mentioned in the text is available at
http://www.gredos.cnb.uam.es/EUCLID/Full_Paper
With the recent appearance of complete genomes, new challenges are emerging for computational biology. We describe
here a tool for the automatic classification of sequences in
functional classes using the detailed functional annotations
provided by human experts or automatic systems.
In the field of genome analysis, the classification of proteins into a small set of functional classes is common. To
mention only two, the human expressed sequence tags
(ESTs) (Adams et al., 1993) and the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome (http://speedy.mips.biochem.mpg.de/mips/
SC/) have been described in terms of functional classes. The
classifications generally used correspond to variations of the
cellular function classification originally proposed by Riley
(1993).
The problem for deriving this classification automatically
is that the annotations of current protein databases are very
detailed, mostly biochemical, and far from being a general
classification in classes of cellular function. We have approached the problem with the development of the Euclid
system (Euclid: from the Greek ευ and κλειζ, meaning good
key—paraphrasing the term keyword). Euclid is system
based on training; it learns the relationship between functional classes and database annotations (keywords) from
small sets of manually classified sequences, and applies
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these keyword–class relationships to the classification of
new sequences. The process is iterated by re-extracting keywords from the sequences already classified, building new
dictionaries and re-classifying as many sequences as possible (Figure 1). As for other text analysis systems, it cannot
compete with the human capacity for generalization or accuracy, but it is faster, easier to test and able to handle large
quantities of data in a reproducible fashion.
Euclid has been applied to the SwissProt database, which
contains carefully annotated sequences and a fixed dictionary of 823 keywords (Bairoch and Apweiler, 1997). The algorithm itself is independent of the classes used; currently,
different schemes of three, eight and 14 classes are implemented.
With a simple three-class dictionary (Energy, Information
and Communication, defined as in Tamames et al., 1996), the
system was able to classify 81% of the SwissProt sequences
containing some functional information. The accuracy and
stability of the classification have been assessed with crossvalidation tests and by direct comparison with human expert
classification of new genomes. In general, Euclid is less effective than human experts in terms of the number of classified sequences, but sufficiently reliable in the assignment of
proteins to classes. In the analysis of the Mycoplasma genitalium genome sequence by Fraser et al. (1995), the automatic
system working with 14 functional classes was able to classify 52% of the sequences, while the original authors were
able to classify 63% of the sequences. The lower coverage is
compensated for by the reasonable accuracy of the classifications; 82% of the sequences were correctly classified, with
better results in well-populated classes. The descriptions of
this and other tests of the Euclid system are available as supplementary material.
We have already used the Euclid system in different areas
of genome research, including: (i) the comparison of genomes by their composition in protein classes (Tamames et
al., 1996); (ii) the comparison of gene order by visual inspection, similar to other systems (Tatusov et al., 1996); (iii) the
analysis of the proximity of genes belonging to the same
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have developed tools for extracting keywords directly from
MEDLINE abstracts (Andrade and Valencia, 1997); (ii) extending the size of the input set of manually classified sequences, including the available new genomes that have
been classified into functional classes by their authors; (iii)
including the information about homologous sequences after
careful assessment of a safe degree of similarity indicative of
pertaining to the same functional class; (iv) implementation
of a more elaborate weighting scheme to overcome the problem created by difference in size between classes.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the iterative method used to classify sequences in
three functional classes. The example shows how (a) hxkb_yeast,
hexokinase from yeast, is assigned to the ENERGY class by human
experts, (b) a dictionary is constructed, keywords associated with
hexokinase are registered in the ENERGY class, and (c) the
dictionary is used for the classification of other sequences. The
process is iterated until no more keywords are assigned to classes. An
additional set of restrictions is applied during the classification: (i)
only keywords appearing in the keyword field are considered for the
construction of the dictionaries; (ii) keywords with no functional
information are disregarded, e.g. hypothetical protein; (iii) during
the iterations, those keywords that are not concentrated in a single
functional class are excluded; (iv) the sequences are classified in the
class in which the majority of their associated keywords are found;
(v) sequences without information in the keyword field are classified
if they contain words similar to the keywords of the dictionaries in
other fields.

functional class (Tamames et al., 1997). The Euclid system
has also been instrumental in the prediction of functional
class by the neighboring relationships along the chromosome (A.Valencia et al., unpublished). The Euclid system is
also included as one of the modules of the Genequiz package
(Scharf et al., 1994; Casari et al., 1996).
The main areas in which Euclid is being improved technically are as follows: (i) increasing the amount of functional
input information for each sequence; to circumvent the
scarcity of functional annotations in sequence databases, we
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